Abstract . The acquisition of linguo-cultural competence in foreign language learning has its share in the overall process of acquiring the language . In the inter-language contact situation, the speaker has to overcome not only the language but also the cultural barrier . The present paper examines the acquisition of greetings by Hungarian native speakers in the process of learning Bulgarian language, as a result of acquiring linguo-cultural competence . The question of the nation-specific aspect of the communicative act carries an important role in foreign language acquisition, undoubtedly due to the fact that it reveals language-specific features. Furthermore, the "strangeness" of the foreign language seems to be best demonstrated within the frames of a typological analysis of the two -native and foreign -languages .
structure of the communicative act is important since it shows the particular characteristics of the speech etiquette of a given language . Therefore, whenever a foreign language has been taught or learnt, the differences in the verbal means of communication of different peoples should be taken into account .
As Ilieva-Baltova (1990: 52-53 ) points out, the investigation of the non-equal verbal categorizations, the nation-specific structure of the act of communication, and the nation-characteristic correspondence of verbal/non-verbal components reveal the peculiarity of a given language in a pragmatic aspect -when functioning as a complex system -, which demonstrates and ensures the communicative needs of the members of a given society (see also Markkanen 1985) .
The aim of the present investigation is to compare a communicative act in two different languages, as manifested in the process of language acquisition and demonstrated as pragmatic competence in written translations of Bulgarian into Hungarian . The etiquette segment of speech on which the current research focuses is the act of greeting .
.. Theoretical considerations
There have been published laborious works on greetings in both languages (among others : Tzankov 1988 , Lengyel 1977 . However, a cross-linguistic interpretation of this act is rather hard to find (cf. Banova 2011: 224-238) . Due to restricted space, the object in mind of the present paper will not be elaborated on the literature . In turn, the attention is focused on the concrete language data and its analysis . It is worth pointing out that the preliminary observations indicate morphological and socio-pragmatic asymmetry between Bulgarian and Hungarian .
In Bulgarian, politeness is expressed with the second person plural verb form and the second person plural pronominal form Bиe (orthographic difference: the polite form is spelled with a capital letter, e .g . виe vie vs . Bиe Vie 'you-polite') . In contrast with Bulgarian, in Hungarian, politeness is expressed with specific pronominal forms, both in the singular and in the plural (e .g . maga, Ön 'youSg-polite', maguk, Önök 'you-Pl-polite') and both in the third person singular and the third person plural verb forms . Right from this starting point, it is expected that Hungarian will have a larger diversity of forms, and, as Lengyel (1977: 215-117) points out, there are twenty etiquette forms of greetings which are commonly used in the language . From a socio-pragmatic perspective, the opposition familiar-stranger is relevant for Bulgarian since this is one of the conditions for using the polite form, whereas for Hungarian the opposition young-old has to be taken into account as well . Furthermore, for the performing of the speech act of greeting in Hungarian, one should also consider the gender of the interlocutors, an irrelevant factor for Bulgarian . Altogether, the preference of 
.. Procedure
For the needs of the current investigation, an experiment was carried out: the subjects had to translate nine pre-selected micro-dialogues from Bulgarian into Hungarian . As the participants received the printed Bulgarian-language microdialogues, they were told that they were taking part in a language experiment, a sociolinguistic comparison of the speech act of greeting in Bulgarian and Hungarian . All students were encouraged to be maximally adequate to the greeting situations in Hungarian society while carrying out the written translations . In order to avoid misunderstandings, all micro-dialogues were verbally discussed in regards to the specific situation in which they occurred.
.3 . Micro-dialogues: communicative frames
The micro-dialogues were excerpted from textbooks of Bulgarian language for foreigners (Antonova et al . 1984 , Petrova 1993 . The selection of the microdialogues was governed by the fact that they should contain certain grammatical rules, on the one hand, and represent various communicative situations, on the other hand . All micro-dialogues are part of larger dialogues . Each participant of the experiment was given nine micro-dialogues . The sociolinguistic parameters of the micro-dialogues are described below, along with the indication of the specific morphological markers.
In the first dialogue, two students -strangers to each other -greet each other. Both interlocutors use the greeting Дoбъp дeн! 'good day' and a polite form, indicated by the verb form and in the formal use of 2/Pl Bиe 'you-polite' .
1 In the third micro-dialogue, two male students greet two female students at a meeting . The informal second person plural form здpaвeйme 'hello-PL' is used .
3 . Micro-dialogue in Bulgarian (source language) -Здpaвeйme мoмичema! 'Hello-PL girls!' -A! Кaквa npияmнa cpeщa! Bиe нe noзнaвame Янa, npияmeлкama ми. 'Oh! What a nice meeting! You don't know Jana, my friend .
Tя cлeдвa мeдицинa. She studies medicine .' -Mнoгo ми e npияmнo, Бoян. 'Nice to meet you, Boyan .' -И нa мeнe, Aceн. 'Me too, Assen .'
In the fourth micro-dialogue, two students, who are distant acquaintances, greet each other . They use the more formal Дoбъp дeн! 'good day' and the pronominal politeness form 2/Pl Bиe 'you-polite' .
4 In the seventh micro-dialogue, two students, who are strangers to each other, greet each other . The politeness is explicitly expressed in the verb form . The greeting is the pronominal politeness form 2/Pl Bиe 'you-polite', used by both interlocutors .
7 . Micro-dialogue in Bulgarian (source language) In the ninth micro-dialogue, two elderly people greet each other . They use the more formal Дoбpo ympo! 'good morning' and the pronominal politeness form 2/ Pl Bиe 'you-polite' . In the language data from the experimental texts, we find the following communicative situations: the interlocutors are young strangers, young distant acquaintances, young colleagues and friends, young and elderly acquaintances, young strangers, and elderly distant acquaintances .
As seen from the sociolinguistic parameters of the nine micro-dialogues, the excerpted material does not exhaust all possible communicative situations (a rather difficult task in itself, given the large variation in the socio-factors). For example, there are no examples of greeting acts between elder colleagues, between a boss and an employee, between an adult and a child, etc . Such further extension of this interesting aspect of communicative acquisition would be in the focus of another, following work .
. Description of the results
The nine micro-dialogues generated 32 translation equivalents in Hungarian (cf . the Appendix) . The variation was determined by the choice of a greeting form and the choice of the verb form -from the point of view of politeness/non-politeness as well . In order to juxtapose the Bulgarian-Hungarian realizations of the speech act greeting, some informants were also invited to verify the results, as they were presented in a comparative form linguistic situation by linguistic situation (i .e . following each communicative situation from the micro-dialogues) . The need of informants was also provoked by the fact that there are hardly any comparative works dealing with speech act equivalents between Bulgarian and Hungarian, and some translation solutions call for further consideration .
The translation equivalents of дoбъp дeн 'good day' in the first micro-dialogue are by two forms -szia 'hi' or jó napot 'good day', among which the first form is preferred by more participants . The polite form is substituted with the informal second person singular .
(1) Bulgarian → Hungarian дoбъp дeн jó napot szia
In the second micro-dialogue, здpaвeй 'hello-SG' receives three translation variants -szia, helló, szervusz, where the first two are chosen by an equal number of participants, three, and the last translation form by one . Furthermore, the Bulgarian greeting дoбъp дeн 'good day' is translated into Hungarian as four different greeting forms: jó napot, helló, üdv (short from üdvözöllek) and adjisten. As foreseen, the dominating choice is jó napot, used by three participants .
(2) Bulgarian Hungarian здpaвeй helló szia szervusz дoбъp дeн jó napot helló üdvözöllek üdv adjisten
The greeting form Здpaвeйme мoмичema 'hello-PL girls' in the third microdialogue corresponds to the Hungarian sziasztok 'hi-PL' and helló (with a variant hellóka), yet the first one is preferred by the tested subjects. The formal pronominal form Bиe is translated with the second person singular pronominal form in Hungarian, that is the informal form is preferred .
(3) Bulgarian → Hungarian здpaвeйme sziasztok helló (lányok)
In the fourth micro-dialogue, дoбъp дeн 'good day' receives three different translation equivalents, helló, szia 'Hi' and jó napot 'good day' . The second person singular form is used as the translation equivalent of the formal, polite second person plural form Bиe 'you-PL' .
(4) Bulgarian → Hungarian дoбъp дeн helló szia jó napot
The language data from micro-dialogue five shows the translation variants of здpaвeй, namely the Hungarian greeting forms szevasz/szia 'hi' appear, while for здpacmи 'hi', szervusz and üdvözlöm are preferred . In the seventh micro-dialogue, the polite form здpaвeйme receives predominantly the Hungarian greeting translation szia, chosen by four participants, and also helló, szevasz/üdvözöllek by one participant each . The polite form of the source text is translated into Hungarian with the informal second person singular form .
(7) Bulgarian → Hungarian здpaвeйme szia hello szevasz üdvözöllek
In the eighth micro-dialogue, the greeting Дoбъp дeн, гocnoжa 'Good day, Mrs' was translated with jó napot 'good day', and the word гocnoжa 'Mrs/Madam' was not translated at all . Only one participant used the form kezét csókolom 'I kiss your hand', along with the choice of néni 'auntie' as an equivalent of гocnoжa 'madam' . The polite verb form was used by all participants .
(8) Bulgarian → Hungarian дoбъp дeн, г-жa jó napot kívánok kezét csókolom, néni
In the ninth micro-dialogue, the greeting дoбpo ympo 'good morning' is translated as jó reggelt 'good morning' without exception, and the polite verb form is used throughout the translation variants .
(9) Bulgarian → Hungarian дoбpo ympo jó reggelt
. Discussion and analysis of the results
The analysis of the data from the language experiment, more exactly the translation of micro-dialogues containing greeting forms from Bulgarian into Hungarian, points out the fact that the choice of translation equivalents in Hungarian is governed rather by the sociolinguistic and the pragmatic factors defining the idiosyncrasy of the target language, and not as much by the text of the source language .
.1 . The age factor
In all the micro-dialogues where the context implies that the interlocutors are young people, the choice of forms are those of second person singular verbal and pronominal forms, regardless of the strangers/distant or the acquaintances/ friends factors (cf . micro-dialogues 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7) . The strategy of the participants is explained by their attempt to adapt the etiquette formulas of greeting to the Hungarian language in the socio-pragmatic frame of the speech act in question . Had the participants chosen to perform an isomorphic translation, they would have probably ended up with a non-natural dialogue and a twisted communicative situation . The translation solutions found in micro-dialogues 8 and 9 reveal a common point in the two languages: the polite forms are preferred when there are elderly and slightly acquainted people among the interlocutors . Micro-dialogue 2 shows a different picture from 8 and 9, although the communicative situation is similar . The question Кaк cme? 'how are you' posed by a young interlocutor to a group of elderly interlocutors has evoked only one translation equivalent with the polite form . Four participants used the second person form (i .e . the non-polite choice) and one has mistakenly used the second person singular form . One translation equivalent offers the neutral phrase Mi újság? 'what's up' .
.2 . Translation variants
The Bulgarian greeting forms дoбъp дeн, дoбpo ympo, здpaвeй (здpaвeйme), здpacmи received the following Hungarian translation equivalents in the above described communicative situations: jó napot (kívánok), jó reggelt, szia (sziasztok), helló, hellóka, szervusz, szevasz, üdvözlöm (üdvözöllek) , üdv, adjisten, kezét csókolom, néni (cf . the English translations above) . This clearly shows and allows us to point out that the Hungarian language has a richer palette of greeting forms, both in formal and informal contexts .
Although the greeting forms дoбъp дeн and jó napot in the two compared languages are in fact isomorphs, there is no indication of preference for any of these translation equivalents . The results reveal that in the cases when the interlocutors are young (strangers or distant acquaintances), the majority of the participants in the experiment chose a greeting required by the particular communicative situation for the Hungarian language (e .g . micro-dialogue 1, 4, 6) rather than a 'direct' translation of the expressions in question .
Some of the participants offer the same translation equivalents for the Bulgarian forms здpaвeй 'hello/hi' здpacmи 'hi (more informal)' . The language data shows that in the perception of Hungarian speakers these two forms do not have any gradation on the formality scale . It was surprising to observe that the more familiar Bulgarian здpacmи received the more formal Hungarian equivalent szervusz (5) and vice versa: the more formal здpaвeй received the more familiar variant szevasz. We suppose that this is due to the incorrect acquisition of language material .
The results revealed by micro-dialogue 8 do not confirm the preliminary hypothesis that for Дoбъp дeн, г-жa Aceнoвa 'good-day, Mrs Assenova' the Hungarian Kezét csókolom, Aszenova asszony 'I kiss your hand, Mrs Assenova' will be used as translation equivalent . There is only one participant who chose this particular form . However, the word asszony was substituted by the more informal néni (cf . Kezét csókolom, Aszenova néni) . Further realizations in the translations were jó napot, where a female speaker was addressed as asszony 'Mrs/Madam' (cf . Jó napot (kívánok), Aszenova asszony 'good-day, Mrs . Assenova') . Informants were asked to give additional clarification regarding this specific communicative solution in the translation . One of the informants offered the explanation that if a female interlocutor holds a higher position in the hierarchy (i .e . director, boss, etc .) the neutral greeting jó napot is preferred .
Here I would like to point out another observation: the participants chose the 'full' version of the time-bound greeting jó napot kívánok only in two of the translation forms, while all other forms were jó napot . This could be a result of language transfer (given the source language form), on the one hand, or it could also be attributed to a certain tendency in the colloquial Hungarian, on the other hand . However, at this stage, it is not possible to give a unanimous answer to this issue .
. Conclusions
The results obtained from the translation of etiquette formulas, i .e . greeting forms from Bulgarian to Hungarian, allow for the following conclusions:
1. There is a clear indication that the nation-specific differences in communicative situations in the two languages are taken into account and the language-specific (that is, also nation-specific) realizations are an important factor in language transfer .
2 . The thesis that politeness is governed by different requirements in the two languages is confirmed by the data. In Bulgarian, the degree of acquaintance factor is relevant, that is, it carries a crucial role, whereas in Hungarian the age factor is higher in the politeness hierarchy, while the degree of acquaintance factor is not relevant when the interlocutors are young people .
3 . The two languages demonstrate similarity in the use of polite forms when the interlocutors are elderly people and they are distant acquaintances/strangers . An expected similarity in the use of second person singular (non-polite) forms expressing informal communicative environment is also observed when the interlocutors know each other (they are friends, colleagues, etc) .
4. The demonstrated differences in morphological aspect do not influence the adequacy of the translations . 
